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Abstract: Mixture tuned matched filtering (MTMF) image classification capitalizes on the increasing
spectral and spatial resolutions of available hyperspectral image data to identify the presence, and
potentially the abundance, of a given cover type or endmember. Previous studies using MTMF
have relied on extensive user input to obtain a reliable classification. In this study, we expand the
traditional MTMF classification by using a selection of supervised learning algorithms with rigorous
cross-validation. Our approach removes the need for subjective user input to finalize the classification,
ultimately enhancing replicability and reliability of the results. We illustrate this approach with
an MTMF classification case study focused on leafy spurge (Euphorbia esula), an invasive forb in
Western North America, using free 30-m hyperspectral data from the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration’s (NASA) Hyperion sensor. Our protocol shows for our data, a potential overall
accuracy inflation between 18.4% and 30.8% without cross-validation and according to the supervised
learning algorithm used. We propose this new protocol as a final step for the MTMF classification
algorithm and suggest future researchers report a greater suite of accuracy statistics to affirm their
classifications’ underlying efficacies.
Keywords: mixture tuned matched filtering (MTMF); image classification; accuracy assessment;
post-processing automation; linear unmixing; hyperspectral remote sensing; supervised learning;
machine learning; leafy spurge

1. Introduction
Background: MTMF
Given recent advancements in remote sensing and imagery analysis, the detection of individual
plant species and their distributions has become a more realistic goal for land managers with training
and access to satellite image data and analysis software. In particular, the mixture tuned matched
filtering (MTMF) linear unmixing algorithm has proven an effective tool for identifying the presence
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and abundance of specific land cover types and endmembers [1–5]. In contrast to other forms of
spectral unmixing (e.g., multiple endmember spectral mixing analysis), MTMF distinguishes itself by
requiring the user to supply only the target spectral signature(s) and not the signatures of background
features [2]. This feature bypasses previous spectral unmixing hurdles [6], and allows the classification
to be easily and rapidly adapted to broad geographic areas that possess suitably uniform target spectra.
The MTMF algorithm follows three major steps: (1) Reduction of noise in the input image
using the minimum noise fraction (MNF) transformation [7]; (2) creation of a matched filtering (MF)
score/value image, representing how closely each pixel matches the target signature(s); and (3) creation
of a mixture tuning score/value (also termed an infeasibility score/value) to reduce the likelihood of
including false-positive pixels (i.e., those improperly assigned to the target class) in the final classified
image [8]. The MF score represents how closely a pixel matches the endmember on a scale from
approximately 0 to 1, where 0 is least like the endmember and 1 indicates a strong match (though
values greater than 1 can be computed mathematically, occurring more commonly in images of low
spectral contrast [8]). A standard characteristic of linear spectral mixture analysis methods, the 0 to
1 range for MF values approximately correlate to a 0% to 100% endmember sub-pixel abundance
measurement [9–12]. However, analysts should approach this interpretation with caution, for while
Mitchell and Glenn [13] found a linear relationship between MF values and field plot abundance
measured on the ground, their calculated MF values consistently underestimated field-sampled
endmember canopy cover.
The infeasibility score of the MTMF classification represents the multidimensional geometric
distance from a pixel’s spectra to the target spectra in transformed vector space (i.e., MNF space), and
ranges from 0 to an indefinite maximum value [8]. As the MF score increases there is a concomitant
narrowing of the range of acceptable infeasibility scores. This phenomenon means that the likelihood
of falsely classifying a pixel as containing the cover type or endmember increases as the infeasibility
score increases (Figure 1). Therefore, pixels with a large MF score and a small infeasibility score
constitute those most likely to contain a large proportion of the endmember.

Figure 1. A two-dimensional projection of mixture tuned matched filtering (MTMF) matched filtering
(MF) and infeasibility mixture space (after [8]). (a) Large MF value and near 0 infeasibility; (b) smaller
MF value and marginally feasible; (c) a perfect MF value and entirely feasible; (d) a very large MF
value, but very infeasible; (e) a small MF value and very infeasible.
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A crucial part of the MTMF classification process occurs when selecting thresholds for infeasibility
scores across the range of MF values, which ultimately determine the final classification of the target
spectra at each pixel (i.e., pixel values below the threshold are classified as belonging to the endmember
class, while pixel values above the threshold are classified as false positives). This process involves
finding the value-specific and measurable infeasibility thresholds (which expand for smaller MF values
and contract for large MF values) across the range of MF values (i.e., the dotted lines featured in
Figure 1). Published studies have mentioned this aspect of MTMF in passing, noting that optimal
infeasibility value thresholds were determined “interactively”, “iteratively”, or “manually” via an
MF versus infeasibility value scatterplot (Figure 2; [13–15]). Such approaches have even been used
outside of remote sensing applications of MTMF [16]. An artificial example of such a scatterplot is
shown in Figure 2, where the shaded region (2b) denotes ground reference plots whose MF values
alone theoretically make them likely matches to the target endmember. However, a large proportion of
these points fall outside the expected region (2a) for likely endmember pixels. This region, or mixing
space, is derived via multidimensional hypercones whose projection in 2-D space becomes triangular
(as in Figure 1). The delineation of properly classified reference plots (pixels) should theoretically
follow the conical shape (2a). However, previous research (e.g., [13], Figure 5a; [8], Figure 4) has not
shown this to be true, with research instead delineating a nearly inverse shape as shown by (2b).

Figure 2. An example scatterplot of artificially generated matched filtering (MF) and infeasibility values,
like those used during mixture tuned matched filtering (MTMF) post-processing. The delineation of
properly classified reference plots (pixels) should theoretically follow the conical shape (a), however,
previous research has instead indicated a nearly inverse shape as shown by (b).

Whereas the final classified map accuracy, as computed using confusion matrices, depends on
whether a given pixel is assigned to its field-referenced class, this “iterative” assessment of MF and
infeasibility value pairings directly determines each pixel’s final class assignment. Furthermore, the
interactive, user-specific nature of this final step in the MTMF process hinders the replicability of results
in addition to increasing the chances of biased measures of map accuracy from one-time assessments
and overfit models. Thus, suggesting augmentations and improvements to this step is the primary
focus of our study.
With the above factors in mind, this paper aims to accomplish the following two objectives:
(1) Applying a suite of automated, supervised learning algorithms to synthesize the two MTMF
results (the MF and infeasibility scores) into a single classified value (i.e., hard, as opposed to fuzzy
classification) that can be verified using matrix-based accuracy assessment; and (2) pairing supervised
learning algorithms with rigorous cross-validation to reduce artificial inflation of classification
accuracies resulting from traditional one-time accuracy assessment. We illustrate how this approach
can be used to obtain more representative results than the traditional MTMF post-processing. This
is accomplished through an MTMF classification of freely available hyperspectral data using an
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endmember of leafy spurge (Euphorbia esula), an invasive forb in the Western U.S. that has been
examined in many remote sensing studies relying on datasets from various sources (e.g., AVIRIS,
HyMap, etc.) [3,8,13,17–29]. This study principally addresses the use of MTMF when performing hard,
per-pixel classification, though studies using the MF and infeasibility scores to produce continuous
values in a final map could also benefit from synthesizing these metrics using supervised learning
approaches with full cross-validation.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Accuracy Assessment via Supervised Learning Algorithms
2.1.1. Overview
The goal for many image classification processes is to maximize the final map accuracy. However,
with multistep algorithms, such as MTMF, the complex relationships between MF scores, infeasibility
scores, and on-the-ground measurements make it difficult to identify the parameter thresholds that
yield optimal results. As mentioned above, the classification of MF and infeasibility images has
traditionally relied on a subjective process in which optimal thresholds are chosen for both MF and
infeasibility values using an “interactive” or “iterative process” [4,8,13]. Some studies have offered
scant descriptions about their chosen protocols for this step of the algorithm [3,27,28,30]. These
thresholds ultimately determine how MF and infeasibility values are used for classification and
therefore play an important role in the larger mapping process. The question at hand is: Given
a set of field-reference plots sampled from a larger study area (i.e., pixels containing MF scores,
infeasibility scores, and known endmember abundance values), how can a user objectively determine
the relationship between the observed endmember abundance and modelled endmember abundance
that optimizes the final map accuracy? As indicated above, here, we are concerned with hard
classification, in which each pixel is assigned to a single, mutually exclusive class.
We can address this question by considering an MF versus infeasibility score scatterplot containing
all field-reference plot pixels, graphed according to their computed values in these two dimensions
(e.g., Figure 2). For any given MF score, pixels containing endmembers should lie closer to an
infeasibility value of zero (which is otherwise defined as the geometric altitude of a multidimensional
hypercone). Using this scatterplot, a researcher can compute a range of possible map accuracies
with any set of field-referenced points by discerning a contiguous area that contains as many of the
confirmed endmember points, and as few confirmed non-endmember points, as possible. Provided
the field-referenced sample of points accurately reflects the larger distribution of land-covers across
a scene—which is determined by the underlying sampling scheme [31]—the boundary of this same
contiguous area on the scatterplot can potentially be used to finalize the classification of all pixels in an
image. The “interactive” or “iterative” process described above constitutes the process of an analyst
“drawing” this enclosed area on the scatterplot, finalizing the classification, inspecting the accuracy
results, and then “re-drawing” the area to derive a better set of accuracy statistics [8,13].
However, if an analyst includes their entire field-sampled collection of plots as a guide for
“drawing” this area, not only is the final map accuracy a function of scatterplot interpretation and the
“re-drawing” process, but the process is difficult to replicate and the analyst runs the risk of artificially
inflating the perceived accuracy of the classification across the rest of the study area. To eliminate
this iterative and user-directed process, and to eliminate the potential for artificial inflation of map
accuracy metrics, we recommend applying automated supervised learning algorithms accompanied
by cross-validation procedures to complete the MTMF algorithm [32–34].
2.1.2. Supervised Learning Algorithms and Cross-validation
Though the MTMF algorithm is used as a classification tool, its results do not directly assign each
data point a single classified value. MF and infeasibility scores are both continuous metrics that provide
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a theoretical basis for the final classification. Given this fact, the final step of the MTMF algorithm is well
suited to the application of supervised learning algorithms across these two continuous dimensions.
Approaching the final step of the algorithm in this way means that users will forfeit the direct
interpretation of the MF score as a measure of subpixel abundance in the final classification output from
the machine learning methods (given that these supervised learning algorithms assign new data points
into categories, as opposed to continuous percentage values). Despite this discretization, users can
potentially maintain relative levels of subpixel abundance in the machine learning process and in the
classified image by a priori binning field-referenced datasets into abundance classes using automated
approaches, such as the Jenks natural breaks algorithm [35]. Future applications could bin continuous
measures of endmembers in any way that suits relevant ecological contexts or management needs.
Our automated protocol seamlessly supports binning into any number of classes, promoting minimal
subjective input and matching other standardization protocols added directly within the MTMF
algorithm [36]. In conjunction with the field sampling scheme, the binning process itself (whether
binary or including multiple classes) determines categorical membership for the training set used
as input to the supervised learning algorithms, and therefore ultimately affects classification results.
Researchers using our protocol may choose different binning standards according to their needs or
landscape properties (e.g., endmember, ecological, or geomorphological characteristics). This study
concentrates on presence/absence (i.e., binary) classification to better illustrate issues surrounding
cross-validation and model overfitting.
Furthermore, and importantly, despite the discretization in our suggested final step, nothing
would prevent an analyst from maintaining the original MF score data at each pixel after the machine
learning algorithms have been applied, whether via a multiple class binning process or with a
presence/absence machine learning application. In other words, the machine learning algorithms can
aid in determining whether a pixel is truly a “false positive” given the field referenced data, and the
MF scores of endmember classified pixels will still provide estimates of subpixel abundance.
To date, the scientific literature on machine learning algorithms is rich and expansive. As
our study focuses on remote sensing classification, detailed descriptions of particular machine
learning algorithms fall outside the purview of this work, and we encourage readers to follow
pertinent references for further information. After reviewing a number of established supervised
learning approaches (e.g., [37–41]), we chose to evaluate the following algorithms with our case
study data: Support vector machines (SVM), naïve Bayes, random forests, single hidden layer
back-propagation neural networks, multinomial/logistic regression, and quadratic/linear discriminant
analysis. Each of these has been previously used in remote sensing or Geographic Information
System (GIS) analysis, including various applications to hyperspectral image classification [42]:
support vector machines [43–45], naïve Bayes [46,47], random forests [48–51], neural networks [52–54],
multinomial/logistic regression [55,56], and quadratic/linear discriminant analysis [57,58]. However,
for the case of hard classification, we have not identified any research that applies these methods to
the MTMF classification post-processing workflow.
We analyzed each algorithm’s results using a 10-fold cross-validation procedure, which has been
long accepted in computer science, artificial intelligence, and data science circles as a rigorous approach
to model validation [32,33,59]. Conceptually, these methods should provide superior results to the
traditional MTMF post-processing by maximizing model strength through an iterative, yet replicable,
machine learning process, while also producing unbiased approximations of map accuracy obtained
through an automated protocol. Each of the above-mentioned supervised learning algorithms relies
on a training sample (i.e., our field data), organized in vector form across two dimensions (MF and
infeasibility). The issue of systematic bias emanating from a single training set was mitigated through
the cross-validation procedure [34]. The algorithm with the greatest accuracies and least variance was
considered the most promising.
Supervised learning algorithms and cross-validation are easily scripted and highly repeatable.
We implemented both using the R programming language [60] and the ‘caret’ package [61,62]. The
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caret package provides a bridge to other machine learning libraries (e.g., nnet, randomForest, kernlab)
to provide a consistent framework for training and executing a diverse suite of models. We capitalized
on established caret functionality to perform both cross-validation functions and the tuning of model
parameters and hyper-parameters. Specific control functions for model training provide a mechanism
for parameter tuning, which is conducted using a grid search approach. Grids of possible parameter
values are generated by functions specific to each machine learning method, and the training data
are then used to determine the optimal parameter values. Duro et al. [33] present a similar use of the
caret package, in which they evaluate the strengths of the random forests, SVM, and decision tree
algorithms in classifying SPOT-5 imagery.
We tested both binary classification of the training data (presence/absence) as well as
multi-level/semi-continuous abundance classification, as has been considered in other studies utilizing
MTMF [63,64]. However, due to an imbalance in MF values among our field sampled plots, our data
structure prohibited obtaining meaningful results from a multi-level classification. As such, we focus
on binary categorization, with conceptual extension to multi-level classification. With respect to the
choice of multinomial versus logistic regression, our binary response led us to use logistic regression.
With respect to linear versus quadratic discriminant analysis, Chi-square quantile plots indicated that
our presence/absence-binned data did not exhibit sufficient multivariate normality across MF and
infeasibility values, leading us to use quadratic discriminant analysis.
To provide context and to illustrate the benefits of the cross-validated supervised learning
classification results, we also implemented the traditional scatterplot “drawing” approach [8,13]
for binary classification. We used an iterative drawing-re-drawing process that attempted to follow
the conceptual logic illustrated in Figure 2. Both of the frameworks shown in Figure 2a,b yielded
unsatisfactory results, though better results were obtained using a shape represented here (Figure
5) by a five-knot cubic spline. Note that the spline’s positive, increasing trend with increasing MF
scores more closely follows Figure 2b than Figure 2a, indicating general agreement with Mitchell and
Glenn’s ([13], Figure 5a) and Mundt et al.’s ([8], Figure 4) findings. The unsatisfactory results led us to
extend the “drawing” strategy from simple delineations (as in Figure 2 or the cubic spline in Figure 5)
to an “overfit” model wherein classification thresholds were neither regular nor predictable (Figure
5 “overfit” model). In this model, each field reference data point that contained leafy spurge (here,
defined as >=5% cover) and that also demonstrated the greatest infeasibility score among points within
a range of 0.01 MF score units (i.e., an MF bin of width, 0.01), defined the threshold of presence and
absence. All reference data points within the same MF bin, but with a lesser infeasibility (i.e., below
the line), were defined as containing some leafy spurge (present); all other points (i.e., above the line)
were defined as lacking leafy spurge (absent).
While grossly overfit and violating some basic linear mixing principles, we created this model
because: (1) It is theoretically possible to manually draw the designated form on a scatterplot (though
practically impossible using the ENVI (Environment for Visualizing Images) software [65]); and
(2) it should aid in maximizing map accuracy for a given dataset without violating all of the logic of
scatterplot “drawing” (e.g., classifying reference data points within the same MF bin as an interspersed
mixture of presence and absence).
2.2. Study Site, Image Acquisition and Processing, Field Sampling, and Classification Overview
2.2.1. Study Site
We tested our conceptual framework by seeking to classify the distribution and abundance
of leafy spurge (Euphorbia esula)—a forb whose vegetative propagation displaces native North
American grasses typically grazed by livestock. The study site is a ~95-km2 cattle ranch in northern
Wyoming, USA (Figure 3) composed largely of upland sagebrush-steppe (Artemisia tridentata) with
two rivers (Piney Creek and Clear Creek) cutting through the lowlands. Land cover across the site is
heterogeneous across small extents, and consists primarily of semi-arid rangeland, including areas of
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perennial/annual grasses, sagebrush, exposed soil and rock, small reservoirs, and a collection of ranch
buildings and irrigated fields in the lowlands. Though leafy spurge has yet to establish dominance
over significant portions of the ranch, it has existed in this area for decades and is commonly found in
large vegetatively connected patches that displace native grasses serving as livestock forage [66–68].
The range of spurge areal coverage in 15 m radius buffered sample points was 0% to 66%.

Figure 3. A map of the study site showing the Hyperion flight lines for Days 153 and 161 of 2014.

2.2.2. Hyperion Data and Tasking
We used two images from the Hyperion sensor on board the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration’s (NASA) EO-1 satellite for this study (Figure 3). We chose Hyperion images because
they offer high spectral resolution (242 bands) and moderate spatial resolution (30-m pixels) from a
publicly available source [69]. In coordination with NASA, we tasked images of our study site at a
time when the leafy spurge (Euphorbia esula) presented its distinctive yellow-green flower bracts [70]
and at a time that ensured the smallest temporal window between each image and ground-collected
spectral measurements. We received two sets of L1R images of the study site—one covering the eastern
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portion (Year 2014, Day 153) and the other covering the western portion (Year 2014, Day 161). We used
the L1R images for the classification to maintain the integrity of the data and to match field-collected
signatures; we used the corresponding L1T images only for post-classification georeferencing. Each
L1R image is 185-km long by 7.7-km wide with 242 bands at ≈10–11 nm each. Bands 1–7, 58–76, and
224–242 contained no data.
2.2.3. Data Pre-Processing
Unless otherwise noted, all image processing and analysis took place in ENVI 5.1 [65].
Though cloud presence was negligible for both days, we produced a cloud mask for each LIR
image before atmospherically correcting the images using Fast Line-of-sight Atmospheric Analysis of
Hypercubes (FLAASH; [71]). The push-broom sensor on board the EO-1 satellite produces striping
where sensors are broken or improperly calibrated [72,73]. Most commonly, stripe pixels contain
values much lower than those on the adjacent sides. We examined all bands for both L1R images
and created stripe masks to correct the values of stripe pixels for all bands that otherwise contained
valuable data [72]. We used cross-track illumination correction to mitigate the impact of spectral
“smile”, a phenomenon in which pixels artificially increase in value across the width of the image, or
sensor array [74,75]. This effect is best observed in the first MNF band after a minimum noise fraction
forward transformation.
We spectrally subset our images to eliminate bands that contained no data, significant striping, or
were too noisy to contain any useful information. After this process, the western image (Year 2014; Day
161) contained 143 bands and the eastern image (Year 2014; Day 153) contained 132 bands. Because
we processed each image independently, this discrepancy had no effect on the analysis. We spatially
subset each image by trimming the border pixels that contained extreme values. For interior pixels
with extreme outlying values, we used a localized kernel mean to obtain more realistic pixel values.
Finally, we normalized the images to the reflectance range (0–1).
2.2.4. Target Spectra and Reference Plot Collection
During June and July of 2014, we collected spectral signatures of leafy spurge using a portable
field spectrometer (Field Spec Pro; Analytical Spectral Devices, Inc., Boulder, CO, USA). As noted
above, MTMF does not require spectra from background surfaces [2], which theoretically allows for
broad geographic application. To ensure that our target spectral signature was representative of our
landscape, we gathered field signatures at eight separate spurge infested locations across the study
area. We took hundreds of readings at each location and then averaged all field collected signatures
to form a final signature. We scheduled spectral signature collection on the same days and at the
approximate times when the tasked Hyperion images were captured. We did not observe unusual
variability in the signatures we captured; they generally showed agreement with published signatures
and those in the U.S. Geological Survey spectral library available through the ENVI software. The
variability of target endmembers is a function of both the endmembers and the geographic domain
over which they are being mapped. Not all target spectra will be so consistent across one’s study
area, and it is important to acknowledge that variable signatures would limit one’s ability to estimate
relative sub-pixel abundance through undesirable spectral mixing with background signatures.
To aid in the identification of field plot locations, we first generated preliminary MF values to
produce rough estimates of spurge abundance across the study area, and then binned the results into
five uniform abundance classes: ≤0.0–0.2, 0.2–0.4, 0.4–0.6, 0.6–0.8, 0.8–≥1.0. For each spatially explicit
abundance class, we generated at least 50 field-reference plots, each with a 15 m radius buffer, using a
spatially explicit form of stratified random sampling ([31]; total n = 325, see Figure 4). While based
on a preliminary classification, we hoped that the allocation of field plots to random locations within
each abundance stratum would ensure a balanced distribution of spurge abundance values in our
final dataset. This, in turn, would help ensure that the classification accuracy metrics we computed for
each abundance class would have comparable precision. We visited these reference sites between late
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May and mid-June 2014, and confirmed peak spurge bract coloration at the time of the Hyperion data
collection. At each site, we noted the presence/absence of leafy spurge as well as an ocular estimate of
leafy spurge canopy cover. These data were subsequently managed in an aspatial environment (i.e.,
script-based, tabular).

Figure 4. Map of field reference plots collected over the study site. These plots were used as test plots
in the post-classification and accuracy assessment process. The centroid of each 15 m radius circle was
found using a GPS with a self-tested maximum 95% circular error probable (CEP95) of ±2.28 m.

2.2.5. MTMF Classification
We selected a set of “shift difference” regions for each image to establish quantitative estimates
of image noise, which are required for the minimum noise fraction (MNF) transformation. ‘Shift
difference’ refers to the relative difference in variability statistics between (1) a homogeneous set of
contiguous pixels defined by some bounding window, and (2) the set of contiguous pixels defined by
that same bounding window after it has been shifted one or more cells in a specified direction. Shift
difference regions from both images were selected according to a visual assessment of homogeneity
using true-color display (bands 29, 21, and 16 in these images). The standard deviation for each band in
each region was computed and compared to that from the other regions of the same band. Within each
of our two images, the region with the lowest total standard deviation value (computed by summing
the standard deviation values across all bands) was selected for the final shift difference region. We
selected a 234-pixel region for the Day 161 image, and a 270-pixel region for the Day 153 image. To
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further our interest in automating the human-guided portions of MTMF classification, we successfully
automated a shift difference region selection method using Google Earth Engine [36].
We performed an MNF transformation on each image using its respective shift difference region
to estimate the underlying noise. Based on eigenvalue scree plots, we selected the first 11 MNF bands
of Day 161 and the first nine bands of Day 153 for image classification [1]. We then imported the target
endmember’s spectral signature (leafy spurge), transformed the spectral signature into MNF space
to match the images, and applied the MTMF classification, producing the final MF and infeasibility
scores/images.
2.2.6. Georeferencing and Post-Processing
The MTMF classification does not rely on pixel- or field-based target spectra in their original
spectral space, but rather it relies on spectral endmember target(s) that exist solely in transformed MNF
space. For this reason, we chose not to initially georeference our initial L1R images to minimize
the effects of spatial resampling artifacts during the shift difference region selection and MNF
transformations. After the MTMF classification, however, we georeferenced each MF and infeasibility
image using an image-to-image georeferencing approach to facilitate accuracy assessment.
3. Results
Overall Accuracy and Kappa Accuracy Results
Using both the supervised learning and scatterplot “drawing” and “overfit” approaches (Figure 5),
we achieved a range of accuracy results for each model and validation trial (Table 1). Here, we present
several common accuracy assessment metrics, including Cohen’s [76] variant of kappa, which is
computed as the overall accuracy less the expected accuracy, divided by one minus the expected
accuracy. In a spatial context, Cohen’s kappa generally seeks to ascertain map accuracy having
considered the fact that any given classification is likely to contain some proportion of properly
classified pixels by chance alone.

Figure 5. Possible thresholds for MTMF post-processing image classification attainable with an iterative
“drawing” approach. Compare with Figure 2b.
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Table 1. Overall, kappa, user’s, and producer’s accuracies of MTMF-classified maps in which the
presence/absence of leafy spurge was matched to field reference data using cross-validated supervised
learning algorithms. SD = standard deviation of overall and kappa accuracies obtained through 10-fold
holdout cross-validation. A = Absent, P = Present.
Presence/Absence Trials

Overall
Accuracy

Overall
SD

Kappa
Accuracy

Kappa
SD

User’s
Accuracy

Prod.
Accuracy

Support Vector Machines

65.6%

9.4%

0.28

0.19

A
P

67.5%
63.6%

38.9%
85.1%

Naïve Bayes

64.9%

7.3%

0.27

0.15

A
P

63.2%
64.8%

46.5%
78.5%

Quadratic Discriminant
Analysis

56.3%

3.7%

0.03

0.10

A

53.8%

19.4%

P

57.5%

86.7%

A
P

63.5%
69.7%

60.4%
72.4%

A
P

65.3%
67.6%

53.5%
77.3%

Random Forests

66.2%

5.2%

0.31

0.11

Neural Networks

68.7%

9.6%

0.35

0.20

Logistic Regression

64.6%

7.0%

0.25

0.14

A
P

73.9%
63.7%

35.4%
90.1%

Manual Drawing

87.1%

–

0.23

–

A
P

88.4%
57.1%

97.9%
18.2%

Over-fit Drawing

77.1%

–

0.43

–

A
P

76.5%
80.0%

96.4%
41.7%

Mapped
Class

A = Absent, P = Present.

A neural network model provided the greatest overall and kappa accuracies (68.7% and 0.35)
across all supervised learning approaches (range of 56.3–68.7% for overall and 0.03–0.35 for kappa).
Random forests, support vector machines, naïve Bayes, and logistic regression all demonstrated a
minor reduction in overall and kappa accuracies compared to neural networks (2.5–4.1% and 0.04–0.1,
respectively), but they also demonstrated a concomitant reduction in standard deviation (0.2–4.4% and
0.01–0.09, respectively). In terms of the standard deviations of kappa values among supervised learning
models, neural networks and support vector machines provided comparable levels of variability, as
did naïve Bayes and logistic regression, as well as random forests and quadratic discriminant analysis.
As kappa values may not be as informative as commonly believed [77,78], we also present user’s and
producer’s accuracies. These results lend support to the neural networks and random forests models,
both of which reflect relatively balanced, low to moderate errors of commission and errors of omission.
Other models provide stronger classifications from either the user’s or producer’s point of view, but
are less balanced. Overall, the random forests model might be considered the superior model in this
analysis, as it has the second highest accuracy values, the lowest measures of accuracy variability, and
balanced user and producer accuracies of moderate strength. Of particular note, the manual drawing
and overfit drawing approaches led to high, but ultimately unreliable, accuracies, as indicated by our
cross-validated supervised learning results.
In considering the application of our conceptual framework to other image classification problems,
our actual accuracy values (Table 1) serve mainly to illustrate our approach. We emphasize that the
ability to easily apply supervised learning modeling frameworks to classification problems, and the
ability to easily compare results across a set of models, are more important than the specific values
associated with our study site and our particular model parameters.
4. Discussion
4.1. Inflation of Map Accuracy
To our knowledge, the strategy we have described here has not been tested prior to this study,
though we identified several studies that relied on regression modeling approaches for distilling MF
and infeasibility values into meaningful results. For example, as a component of a study on Eastern
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hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) decline, Pontius et al. [79] used MF and infeasibility from MTMF to calibrate
the field-estimated percent basal area. The final regression model was extended to all MTMF output
pixels to estimate species abundance. Pontius et al. [80] used a similar approach to map ash trees
(Fraxinus L.) in an urban context, employing MF and infeasibility as predictive variables in logistic
regression. Their approach produced a map illustrating the probability that a given pixel contains
ash. Gudex-Cross et al. [63] used MF and infeasibility to predict the percent basal area of different
tree species at reference plots using a form of stepwise regression. As part of a hierarchical mapping
strategy, the resulting percent basal area rasters served as input to an object-based image analysis
that ultimately led to hard classification. These studies support our work by indicating a broader
interest in improving traditional MTMF post-processing by employing replicable modeling strategies
for integrating MF and infeasibility values.
Recent use of supervised machine learning algorithms in image classification also lends
support to our use of these models, particularly considering their strong performance.
Rodriguez-Galiano et al. [48], for example, found that pixel-wise random forests classification of
multi-season, multi-texture Landsat TM imagery improved the overall classification accuracy by 31%
over traditional maximum likelihood classification. Pal and Mather [81] found that SVM improved
the overall accuracy of classified Landsat ETM+ data by 5% over maximum likelihood and 2.8% over
neural network algorithms. Duro et al. [33] compared three supervised learning methods applied to
SPOT-5 imagery: Random forests, SVM, and decision trees. They reported pixel-wise overall accuracies
of 89.7%, 89.3%, and 87.6%, respectively, with even higher accuracies achieved using object-based
image analysis. Brenning [82] evaluated eleven algorithms in the classification of Enhanced Thematic
Mapper Plus (ETM+) imagery and elevation model terrain derivatives. He found penalized linear
discriminant analysis to produce significantly lower error rates compared to the other algorithms.
Huang et al. [34] compared SVM, neural networks, decision trees, and maximum likelihood classifiers.
They found that SVM and neural networks generally yielded superior accuracies in comparison with
decision trees and maximum likelihood, though model superiority varied based on the way each
model was trained. That the best performing algorithm varies between these studies and between
the results we present above, is indication that data dimensionality, image heterogeneity, analytical
framework (e.g., multi-temporal versus high resolution versus MTMF), and other landscape attributes
influence classification accuracy.
With respect to the traditional strategy of manually drawing a region of properly classified cells
on a two-dimensional scatterplot of MF by infeasibility, we achieved comparable or slightly lower
overall map accuracies. Mundt et al. [8], for instance, computed an overall accuracy of 82% using a
presence/absence classification when applying their “iterative” approach on HyMap scenes at 3.5 m
pixel resolution. Mitchell and Glenn [13] also classified HyMap imagery varying from 3.2 m to 3.3 m
resolution and produced overall accuracy values ranging from 67% to 85% via their “interactive”
scatterplot approach. Parker-Williams and Hunt [27] achieved an overall accuracy of 95% when
classifying leafy spurge for presence/absence and used custom flown Airborne Visible/Infrared
Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) data at a 20 m resolution. Depending on the supervised learning
algorithm used, our protocol suggests potential overall accuracy inflation between 18.4% and 30.8%
without cross-validation—the differences between the overall accuracy from our manual drawing
method and that from the cross-validated models.
Importantly, similar MTMF studies (e.g., [3,8,13]) do not report one or more of kappa accuracy,
user’s accuracy, producer’s accuracies, or the results of cross-validation procedures along with their
classification accuracies. Thus, comparing results across studies may not be appropriate. Indeed, we
too achieved overall accuracies as great as 87.1% using the traditional iterative “drawing” approach
applied to binary delineation (Table 1). However, our kappa of 0.23 indicates that this classification
is quite weak and inflated by random chance. When overfitting a presence-absence model, we still
achieved an overall accuracy of 77.1%, though in this case, we also obtained a kappa of 0.43, which
together suggest a more successful, albeit mediocre, classification. If we compare this result with the
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cross-validated supervised learning methods, we see that the overfit model’s accuracy figures exceed
all other presence-absence trials. This is because one-time accuracy assessment can lead to biased
results [78], which is why we recommend using cross-validation. Other studies of image classification
have made use of cross-validation strategies [33,34,79], indicating support for the extension of these
methods to MTMF.
However, the more significant results of our models are the kappa accuracy values (kappa ≤ 0.35),
all of which consistently demonstrate that these models offer little more predictive ability than random
assignment according to class proportions. This is what we might expect to see, as the cross-validated
supervised learning methods help to correct systematic bias that appears in the drawn and overfit
models, yielding instead more realistic (and less misleading) classifications. Table 1 illustrates how
supervised learning algorithms can be used to maximize accuracy, while simultaneously minimizing
artificial inflation through cross-validation. For our case study, our classified map is not 87.1% accurate,
as basic “drawing” would lead us to believe, nor is it 77.1% accurate, as an overfit model might lead us
to believe. In the case of presence-absence binned data, we can see that our mapped results are ~35%
better than chance, with moderate user’s and producer’s accuracies. Some might generously consider
these figures to reflect ‘fair’ agreement between the field data and classified map [83].
We present the overfit modeling approach as an extension of the manual, iterative drawing
approach that has been used in the literature to date. Manual methods of this nature generally rely on a
single and complete training set to obtain the classification threshold(s), and are therefore not conducive
to rigorous cross-validation. This makes the classification threshold obtained through a complex
drawing approach less applicable to other scenes. Yet, recent examples from the literature illustrate
that the traditional “scatterplot drawing” approach to MTMF classification threshold determination is
still very much in use [14,15,30]. Such projects have limited replicability, may present overly optimistic
results, and generally show few signs of optimizing the results beyond comparing a single classification
product to reference data (i.e., basic accuracy assessment). Projects of this nature might be strengthened
from the framework we have outlined above.
To reiterate, it is important to recognize that MTMF is not limited to cases of hard classification,
where the analyst seeks to obtain mutually exclusive class assignments. While we have presented an
example of a hard classification, MTMF is also employed in fuzzy, continuous, or otherwise unique
frameworks, such that the MF and infeasibility images are never integrated into discrete classes.
For example, Franke et al. [84] used a fusion of three MF images of Brazilian cerrado to produce a
continuous-scaled map of fire fuel load conditions that was calibrated against field-estimated biomass.
Mikheeva et al. [64] developed abundance classes for tundra-taiga ecotone vegetation using MTMF and
Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) imagery. They relied
on high resolution classified QuickBird imagery for accuracy assessment, and performed the binning
of abundance data not during the MTMF post-processing workflow, but as a separate step, based on
errors in the relationship between the two classified images. With the exception of thresholding MF
values to those with infeasibility values less than 10, Ayoobi and Tangestani [85] relied solely on their
MF image to map copper abundance. As noted above, Pontius et al. [79,80] and Gudex-Cross et al. [63]
also employed MTMF classification in ways that were not initially hard classification.
With non-hard classification aside, we argue that machine learning algorithms provide an
efficient, semi-automated approach to classification, and that cross-validation should be considered
a critical component when computing the accuracy of any classified map product. Other studies
within the remote sensing and geospatial literature base have already demonstrated the importance
of cross-validation (e.g., [33,34,86–88]), and our study strongly suggests extending this standard
procedure to future MTMF algorithm use.
4.2. Hyperion, Automation
Our results do not demonstrate the highly successful use of Hyperion data for the classification of
leafy spurge. This is visible in our computed accuracies and in Figure 5. When considering the relatively
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low estimates of kappa in conjunction with the variability visible in Figure 5 and Table 1, we might
question the spectral fidelity of our target endmember (compared to the background) or the quality
of the imagery. The many previous studies focused on this particular plant species [3,8,13,17–29,89]
collectively suggest that spectral fidelity of the endmember relative to the scene background signatures
is not the issue. With respect to image quality, the Hyperion sensor is among those known to exhibit
variable signal-to-noise ratios. Kruse et al. [90] and Ayoobi and Tangestani [85] note that the noise
levels for a given sensor are generally fixed, but that the strength of the signal is dependent on external
factors, such as solar zenith angle, atmospheric interference, or surface reflectance, among others.
Kruse et al. [90] demonstrate that the signal in Hyperion imagery is sensitive to acquisition conditions,
and that superior signal-to-noise ratios are obtained from periods with high solar zenith angles. Our
imagery was collected during optimal conditions—within roughly one month of the summer solstice
(Northern hemisphere), at mid-day, and with low cloud cover (NASA ratings of 0–9% and 20–29%).
When paired with our methods for identifying shift difference regions and applying noise reduction
transformations (MNF), we feel confident that the signal-to-noise ratios for our two images could
not be markedly improved. This may indirectly indicate that Hyperion imagery is not suitable for
making estimates of low abundance leafy spurge, or that our ocular field estimates were not reliable.
Additional studies are needed to explore the application of unmixing algorithms to Hyperion scenes
of heterogeneously vegetated landscapes.
While our results do not demonstrate a highly successful use of Hyperion data for leafy spurge,
our results help to highlight the precise reason why reliable threshold selection and cross-validation
are so essential. Our one-time manual accuracy assessment led us to an inflated estimate, and the
cross-validation methods we employed provided the rigor to challenge these inflated accuracies and
improve the reliability of our results. In general, automating as many aspects of image classification
and other relevant protocols as possible (e.g., [36]) will help to ensure that the remote sensing and
land-management communities maintain common ground in dialogues concerning their respective
disciplines. Automation may also help in sidestepping limitations in the underlying theoretical bases of
various imagery analysis protocols. In particular, the consistently underestimated subpixel abundance
estimates illuminated by Mitchell and Glenn [13] detract from the interpretability and reliability of
MTMF outputs. As an alternative, investigators might consider coarser metrics for assessing subpixel
abundance (e.g., discretizing the continuous abundance values into bins using a clustering algorithm)
that offer accuracy at scales that land managers will still find applicable to their needs.
5. Conclusions
This study has highlighted a subjective element of the mixture tuned matched filtering (MTMF)
classification process and has drawn attention to published MTMF-based map accuracies that may
be overly optimistic, ultimately calling into question traditionally post-processed MTMF results.
We have proposed a way to reduce the subjective human input during post-processing workflows.
Cross-validated supervised learning algorithms, as implemented using the caret package [61,62] in
R, provide a robust, repeatable framework for maximizing map accuracies while simultaneously
reducing artificial inflation of those accuracies. Through a case study of a common endmember—the
forb leafy spurge (Euphorbia esula)—we illustrate an automated post-processing workflow and present
map accuracy values alongside measures of their variability that we have produced using rigorous
cross-validation. Our approach can be easily extended from binary classification to multi-class
problems and those with continuous value outputs.
We recommend that future MTMF scholarship report a full suite of accuracy statistics on models
that have been subjected to thorough cross-validation protocols. Additional research is also needed
in evaluating our approach with respect to different strategies for binning MF values prior to
abundance-based classification. As well, it appears critical that supervised learning methods be
applied to balanced reference data.
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Lastly, it is important to emphasize that the techniques described in this study are not solely
relevant to our target plant species. They can be readily adapted for use in monitoring a wide variety
of natural and man-made sub-pixel cover types [91] from a variety of hyperspectral sensors. With
an increasing number of semi-automated, open-access tools for accessing and manipulating these
algorithms and their associated datasets, analysts have an expanding ability to apply these techniques
to new geospatial challenges [36,92].
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